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EXOTIC AND “STRANGE” IMAGES OF JAPAN IN

EUROPEAN TEXTS OF THE EARLY 17th CENTURY

An Interpretation of their Contexts of History

of Thought and Literature

Engelbert Jorissen 
University of Kyoto

Introductory Note

The Portuguese Luís Fróis’ (1532-97) Tratado about the differences
between Europe and Japan (1585) is one of the few European documents of
the 16th, 17th centuries with a serious attempt at taking a somewhat adequate
position towards the Japanese world. Having discussed this text elsewhere I
want to use it here as parameter to show how Japan became an exotic object.
This process proves that the early European-Japanese relations have not been
an encounter or “rendez-vous” on equal terms as often depicted. There have
been collisions on many levels and the European attitude has almost always
contained an idea and/or complex of superiority. And it will be shown how the
missionaries contributed in/voluntarily to the development of exoticism.

The concept of exoticism applied here to texts of the 17th century
must be differentiated from that used in relation to 19th century imperial
colonialism1. But the phenomenon may be seen as a kind of precursor, as is
indicated as well by G. Le Gentil’s designating Fernão Mendes Pinto’s
Peregrinação a “précurseur de l’exotism”2. It is seen here as an early stage of
a development leading from texts concerned with overseas voyages of the
16th, 17th centuries to texts of the 19th century. Already in this early time a
taste can be traced which is nourished by the experience of colonial rule. In
the background lingers, here as there, a tendency of mystification of the
unknown and unused which may bring forth xenophobia. This again may
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1 Of course exoticism can be found in times and spaces undiscussed here; for Europe cf. e.g. Götz
Pochat, Das Fremde im Mittelalter. Darstellung in Kunst und Literatur, Würzburg, Echter, 1997.
2 Georges Le Gentil, Les Portugais en Extrême-Orient. Fernão Mendes Pinto, un précurseur de
l’exotisme au XVIème siècle, Paris, Hermann, 1947.



result in a diverting or an aggressive discourse. As a rule the authors recur to
tools of describing (comparisons, metaphors etc.) known to the reader. This
seduces me to cite here a recent attempt at definition by Graham Huggan,
according to which exoticism “may be understood conventionally as an
aestheticising process through which the cultural other is translated, relayed
back through the familiar”3.

1. Luís Fróis’ Tratado and Alessandro Valignano’s view of the Japanese -
The Sumario

In 1946 the Jesuit historian Josef F. Schütte came over Fróis’
Portuguese manuscript in Madrid which he edited in 19554. In the following
decades the text became cited as a handy testimony for topics of cultural
history. John Z. Bowers e.g. cites the ninth chapter of it as an illustration for
his first chapter “Medicine before the Dutch”5. Similarly Eta Harich-
Schneider uses the tenth chapter in her own fourteenth “The First
Introduction of Western Music (1549-1638)”6. Again it is used, in a somewhat
queer way, by Fukumoto Hideko and Catherine Pigeaire in their cultural
history of women in Japan7. But in Europe the text remained unknown to a
broader public. Two recent, and easily available publications in France8 and
Portugal9 will have to show whether this will change.

More important is that the character of the text has been misunder-
stood. It is neither one of the usual reports to the missionary centre in Goa, as
Bowers puts it10, nor is it as Fukumoto, Pigeaire would like to have it, a docu-
ment of the “constant contact épistolaire”11. Donald F. Lach comes closer with
his judgement: “Here we see the Jesuit working almost as a modern student of
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3 Graham Huggan, The Postcolonial Exotic. Marketing the Margins, London and New York,
Routledge, 2001, “Preface”, p.IX.
4 Luis Frois S.J., Kulturgegensätze Europa - Japan (1585) Tratado em que se contem muito susinta e
abreviadamente algumas contradições e diferenças de custumes antre a gente de Europa e esta
provincia de Japão, Josef Franz Schütte S.J., ed., Tokyo, MNM, Vol.15, 1955.
5 John Z. Bowers, Western Medical Pioneers in Feudal Japan, Baltimore and London, Johns Hopkins,
1970.
6 Eta Harich-Schneider, A History of Japanese Music, London, 1973.
7 Hideko Fukumoto, Pigeaire Catherine, Femmes et Samourai, Paris, 1986, pp.238-239; Fróis’ text is
cited (without indication of a source) in an obvious mixture by the authors of a passage of the second
chapter from Valignano’s Sumario and parts of chapter two from the Tratado.
8 Traité de Luís Fróis, S.J.(1585) sur les contradictions de mœurs entre Européens & Japonais, Xavier
de Castro, Robert Schrimpf, transl., José Manuel Garcia, introd., Paris, Chandeigne, 1993.
9 Luís Froís, Europa Japão. Um diálogo civilizacional no século XVI, Raffaella D’Intino, ed., Lisbon,
Comissão Nacional para as Comemorações dos Descobrimentos Portugueses, 1993.
10 Bowers, op.cit., pp.10-11.
11 Hideko Fukumoto, Pigeaire Catherine, op.cit., p.238.



cultural anthropology might approach a problem in comparative culture. The
differences are stated succinctly ... no effort is made to give a historical expla-
nation of why the Japanese behave as they do.”. However he risks to dismiss
the importance of the text by ascribing “banality” to the observations12.
Further, the text does not give a reliable picture of the cultures represented as
Lach’s comment may suggest. Translated into Japanese, first in 1965, the text
has become a classic for the studies of the deai (encounter, cf. above) between
Europe and Japan. Beside an edition with texts of the age of European expan-
sion13 there are two pocket book editions14. But in Japan too its character, as
a rule, continues to be misunderstood, and, here as well, it is used as a source
for the cultural history of Japan and/or Europe.

The draft of the Tratado was written probably during the rainy season
and early summer 1585. It must be seen in a context with first, the Sumario
del Japón15 (1583) in which the Visitor Alessandro Valignano, S.J. (1534-
1606) summarized, mainly in Goa, the experiences of his first stay in
Japan(1579-1582). Second, Fróis’ Historia de Japam16, begun to be written
around 1583 on orders from above, that is on suggestion of the Jesuit histo-
rian Giampietro Maffei to the Society’s General Everardo Mercuriano17, and
continued until shortly before Fróis’ death. Third, De Missione Legationum
Iaponensium...Dialogus (1590), in which the boy ambassadors of the Tensho
era (1573-1591) are made to discuss their voyage with two cousins who did
not go to Europe. 

The Sumario has repeatedly been interpreted as a key-text of the
Visitor’s programme for the Jesuits’ accommodation to life in Japan and for
his position as a ‘leading’ figure of accommodation and cultural liberalism18.
In the Adiciones del Sumario(1592), the result of Valignano’s second stay in
Japan (1590-1592), it is heavily revised. By now Valignano’s optimism and his
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12 Donald F. Lach, Asia in the Making of Europe, Vols.I (1-2)-II (1-3), D.F. Lach and Edwin J. Van
Kley, Vol.III (1-4), Chicago UP, 1965-1993, here, Vol.I, 2, pp.686-688.
13 Ruisu Furoisu, Nichi-O bunka hikaku, Okada Akio, transl. and footnotes, in edts., Daikokai jidai
sosho, vol.XI, pp.495-636, Tokyo, Iwanami shoten (1965), 2.1979.
14 Furoisu no Nihon oboegaki, Matsuda Kiichi, E. Jorissen, trans. with introduction, Tokyo,
Chuokoron, Chukoshinsho, vol. 707 (1983), 10.1994; Yoroppa bunka to Nihon bunka, Ruisu Furoisu
cho, Okada Akio, trans. and footnotes, Tokyo, Iwanami, Iwanami bunko, aoi 459-1 (1991), 12.1996.
15 Alessandro Valignano, Sumario de las cosas del Japón (1583), annotated ed. by José Luis Alvarez
Taladriz, Tokyo, MNM 9, 1954, Adiciones del Sumario del Japón (1592).
16 Luís Fróis, Historia de Japam, Vols.I-V, edition by José Wicki S.J., Lisbon, Biblioteca Nacional,
1976-1984.
17 “un commentario del progresso della fede in Giappone”, P. J. P. Maffei’s letter to the Geral E.
Mercuriano is cited here from L. Fróis, História, where it appears as appendix I, p.397.
18 A critical approach to and discussion of Valignano’s ideas has been made by George Elison, Deus
Destroyed, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Harvard UP, cf. especially, pp. 37-45.

 



will for accommodation had faded. His programme appears to have been
limited from the beginning to superficialities, regarding questions of food and
clothing. He expected the Japanese finally to become European in morals,
feelings, and ways of thinking. In his Adiciones Valignano criticizes the
Japanese for not knowing how far they could expect the bateren (patres) to
accommodate to Japanese customs, “they don’t know to distinguish those
things in which we must and can accommodate to the Japanese from those in
which the Japanese must accommodate to us”19. He betrays a kind of a ‘tute-
lage-complex’ and is unable to accept a position in which he does not decide
the line of proceeding. He accuses the Japanese to think, that “because we are
strangers we do not know and do not understand well the customs and things
in Japan, and that they do understand them better, and therefore it seems to
them that we have to guide ourselves according to their opinions and judge-
ments”20. Almost losing his patience he postulates that the Japanese must be
“polished” to become proper Jesuits according to European standards. That
means, while the Jesuits were generously willing to eat Japanese food, to take
off their shoes on tatami, the Japanese must change their heart and character:
“And finally . . . there is no other way than to polish them from many vices
and erroneous concepts which stem from their paganism. And I say polish
(desbastar) because in reality there remains much to do in them in order to
draw them out of their ignorance and to imprint into them the figure which
we expect of perfection”21. One is -  if anachronistically - reminded of Thomas
Babington Macaulay’s famous-infamous postulation to form in India “a class
of persons, Indian in blood and colour, but English in taste, in opinions, in
morals, and in intellect”22

.
That Valignano’s view had not changed so much becomes clear

through Iruman no kokoroe (Instructions for the brothers, 1581-82!) repro-
ducing his instructions for novices in Usuki. Valignano already there suspects
the Japanese character and what he calls “double-heartedness”. The text gives
further clues for the interpretation of the Sumario, which, when read carefully,
betrays a by far not impartial attitude towards the Japanese and their culture.
It becomes impossible to see the Sumario as the epitome of a willingness of
accommodation and Valignano as its representant. Especially Valignano’s
‘introduction’ to Japanese customs in the chapter two of the Sumario “De
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19 Valignano, Adiciones, p.575.
20 Ibidem, p.574.
21 Ibidem, p.570.
22 Thomas Babington Macaulay, Minute on Indian Education, in Th.B.M., Selected Writings, John
Clive & Thomas Pinney, edts., Chicago, London, Chicago UP, 1972, pp.235-251, here, p.249.

 



algunas otras estrañas costumbres de los Japones” (About strange customs of
the Japanese) is an early example of exotic description of some other the
Japanese. Here the Japanese seem to have willingly attended school so that
they differ from all other people, their customs are called to be “al revés del
mundo”, “muy estraño”, and thus set apart from what the European thought
‘the civilized world’. 

Fróis’ text operates in the opposite direction. If cultural “strangeness”
would exist at all its unbiased reader must conclude that the European culture
appears as strange to a Japanese as the Japanese culture to a European.
Scrutinizing one’s un/conscious pre/conceptions when estimating the unknown
as strange will evidence that this depends on the point of view and habits as
Montaigne puts it in Des Cannibales (Essais, I.31). The Tratado could have
offered to Fróis a kind of alternative writing while composing the ordered
Historia. Important for my interpretation of the text are Fróis’ fifteen years
spent in India, mainly in Goa, where he came into contact with a number of
conversos or New Christians. Many of the, in most cases by force, converted
Jews, had moved from Portugal to India23. At the moment I can say that Fróis
was influenced by two, today known as major personalities of the New
Christians of his time, the doctor of medicine and philosophy Garcia da Orta
and the merchant and later novelist Fernão Mendes Pinto. Da Orta gained
fame with his Colóquios das drogas e simples da Índia (Colloquies about the
drugs and medicines of India), Goa 1563. This was due as well to the transla-
tion into Latin by Clusius. Today da Orta is known as a precursor of tropical
medicine, less known is that his book is, too a philosophical contribution
putting into doubt the claim of absoluteness of European thinking. This too is
due to Clusius’ translation, which does not maintain the dialogical structure,
which da Orta must haven chosen, e.g., to take advantage of its ambiguity and
capability to hide.

For similar reasons Mendes Pinto will have opted for the picaresque
novel. Since its first publication his book has been seen as a travelogue where
fact and fantasy are not strictly differentiated without considering that Pinto
uses this genre to hide his narrator-protagonist’s face under the mask of the
‘irresponsible underdog’ who, thus, can criticize less inhibited aspects of
Portuguese expansion in Asia, as greed, violence, and hypocrisy, and, with the
latter, missionary activities. Fróis’ work shows their influence everywhere, if
most clearly his letters from India. Such “play of masks” has been demonstrated
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23 The Jews were expelled from Spain in 1492, the year in which Colón set out for what became
America, from Portugal, in 1497, the year when Vasco da Gama’s voyage to India began.

 



as essential for Marrano literature by Y. Yovel in his Spinoza and Other
Heretics24. His analysis of the ‘mask’ as literary technique, or what Yovel
calls the “existence of the Marranos” as “built upon the opposition between
a hidden truth” [i.e. the Jewish faith] “and its feigned externality” [i.e. a life
as a Christian], and his reflections upon “camouflage and disguised
language”25 invites to put Fróis’ œuvre into the context of his study. The
dichotomic structure of the Tratado enables Fróis to veil his position, e.g. as
a Christian missionary. Only if intentionally distorting his text it can be read
in the tradition of a prepotentious Eurocentrism. Its form enables Fróis to
question European selfconsciousness and the absoluteness of cultural values.
Fróis’ text can be read further in a context with Stephen Greenblatt’s remarks
in Marvellous Possessions on Montaigne’s ‘marranism’ in Des Cannibales. In
its discourse Greenblatt sees a circulation at work which helps Montaigne not
to fix his evaluating standpoint and protects him from judging one-sidedly
and impulsively. He asks if this disposition might, in addition to Montaigne’s
experiences in a time of religious wars and perpetuating insecurity, be attri-
buted to “the shadowy counter-identity embodied by his mother, borne of a
Jewish family”26.

1.1 De Missione legatorum Iaponesium...Dialogus

The discussion whether Eduardo de Sande is the author of the Dialogus
is not concluded yet. As for me, there was not only Valignano’s strong influence
on de Sande, he himself should be regarded as the author and the able Latinist
de Sande the translator. The discourse in the Dialogus aims at an overwhelming
image of a European culture which, according to the author, has to be regarded
as superior to the Japanese culture just because it is Christian. A situation is
created in which the four ambassadors Michael, Julian, Martin and Mancio,
now ‘experienced’ travellers and ‘enlightened’ experts of European tastes, make
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24 Yirmiyahu Yovel, Spinoza and Other Heretics, Vol.I, The Marrano of Reason, Vol.II, The
Adventures of Immanence, Princeton UP, 1989; cf. Vol.I, Chap. 4. “Marranos in Mask and a World
without Transcendence: Rojas and La Celestina”, pp.85-127. Yovel’s discussion of the concepts is not
the first one but innovative. Marrano is often used for all Iberian converted Jews; I write New
Christians in case of Portugal, where they are generally called Christaos Novos.
25 Y. Yovel, op. cit., Vol.I, p.108.
26 Stephen Greenblatt, Marvellous Possessions. The Wonder of the New World, The University of
Chicago Press, 1991. The Swiss publisher Klaus Amann mentioned that the Tratado reminds him of
the detached view at the world of Fernando Pessoa (1888-1935) on occasion of a lecture by me about
the Tratado at the Swiss Technical Institutute Zurich in 1999. I thought at once of Bernardo Soares’
O Livro do Desassossego. Pessoa (one of his Jewish ancestors became a victim of the Inquisition) called
himself an offspring of Portuguese and Jewish tradition. One may put Fróis and Pessoa in a context
which Yovel calls the Adventure of Immanence, cf. footnote 23.



conversation with two cousins, Leo and Linus, who have not been to Europe
and appear somewhat retarded, if not straight as simpletons. But Valignano
himself is the only one really speaking. The intentional misleading can be
traced e.g. in the discussion of the concept gekokujo. Despite of the violent
atmosphere in Europe because of economical, political, and religious quarrels,
the author doesn’t hesitate to make Michael state:

“... Christian religion subdues a large part of the avarice which
uses to inflame in us the longing for the other’s possession, and it
teaches ... that everybody lives happily with   his own. Constantly
it shows Christ, the creator of all peace and harmony, to the
Christians, to imitate him. And thus all of the Christian people,
governed by so many kings and princes, live in greatest peace and
safe possession of their properties”27

.

It is hard to believe that amnesia hindered the author/s to remember
the night of August 24, 1572 when thousands of Huguenots could not enjoy
peace and safety in Christian Paris. More difficult to imagine that they had
forgotten that Christian officials of the Holy Inquisition in Lisbon and Goa
confiscated the possessions of the condemned so unfortunate to be considered
heretics, or of, mostly by force, converted Jews suspected to adhere to their
ancestors’ traditions, to name only some of those not allowed to live happily
with what was their own. With his “santo inganno”28 the Jesuit Guido
Gualtieri has delivered a keyword for this strategy of ‘eclectic memory’.

The difference of the discourses in Dialogus and Tratado appears e.g.
in the ‘discussion’ of music. Equipping both sides with maieutical technique
Leo is first made to ask: “Do the Europeans have many musical instruments?”
The answer is a list of instruments of ‘most delicate harmony’. Linus is allowed
to object that hearing such praised music he couldn’t feel that delicateness. This
however only helps Michael to argue more effectively that Leo and Linus are
not yet used enough to this sound, which to those whose “ears have become
accustomed there is nothing more agreeable to hear”. Then follows a detailed
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27 Eduarde de Sande, De Missione Legatorum Iaponensium ad Romanam curiam . . ., In Macaensi
portu . . ., Anno 1590, facsimile, Tokyo, Koda, 1935, p. 32; cf. as well the annotated Portuguese
edition by Américo da Costa Ramalho, Diálogo sobre a missão dos embaixadores Japoneses à cúria
Romana, Macao, Fundação Oriente, 1997, p.51.
28 Guido Gualtieri, Della Venuta degli Ambasciatori Giapponensi (Rome, 1586), facsim. ed. Tenri
Central Library, Tokyo, Yushodo, 1972, p.162. Literarily seen the hypocritical santo disarmingly
admitted as inganno seems like an early “concetto” of “bizzaria barocca” fit for Emmanuele Tesauro’s,
S.J., Cannochiale Aristotelico (1655), if less playfully.

 



degradation of Japanese music with “only one tone of all voices”, “false
voices” and other faults. He concludes: “In Japan, however, ... there is not that
art with which discipline is maintained symphoniously [as in Europe]”29

In the Tratado one finds the following direct and simple lines for the same subject:

“In Europe the music of different voices sounds fine and sweet;
in Japan it is the most horrible, for everybody shrieks in the same
voice.” (XIII,15)

But one finds as well the following opinion in the same way unquestioned:

“The European estimate symphony and harmony of organ-like
instruments very high; 
the Japanese consider this as kashimashi30 and they do not like it
at all.” (XIII,18)

2. The fates of Fróis’ Tratado
2.1 Carletti’s case

As confirmed by J. Schütte the Tratado seems to have entered the Real
Académia de la Historia in Madrid among documents from Japan after an adven-
turous journey starting in South-Japan, probably in 1614, and ending in Madrid
in 1773 31. Following Schütte, once written, it remained unnoticed up to 1946.
However there is one case in which Fróis’ text could probably have been
consulted, in a second case Fróis’ text it was without doubt cited extensively.

The Ragionamenti32 are the Florentine merchant-author33 Francesco
Carletti’s (1572-1639) travelogue in which he describes his departure in 1593
from Seville as a slave trader and how this voyage took him finally around the
world. Back in Florence, in 1606, in order to relate his experiences, he was
appointed maestro di casa of the Medici, who seemed to have considered an
engagement in colonial and overseas activities. Beside a short and general report
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29 Dialogus, p. 110, Diálogo, p. 114.
30 “Caximaxij. O auer, ou fazer traquinada”, Vocabvlario da Lingoa de Iapam (Nangasaqui, 1603),
facsim.ed., Nippojisho, Tokyo, Iwanami, 1960, p.88.
31 Cf. Josef Franz Schütte, El Archivo del Japón, Archivo Documental Espanol publicado por la Real
Académia de la Historia, Tomo XX, Madrid 1964, especially, pp.19-152.
32 Francesco Carletti, Ragionamenti del mio viaggio intorno al mondo, Adele Dei, ed., Milano,
Mursia, 1987; here cited from Francesco Carletti, My Voyage around the World, Herbert Weinstock,
transl., New York, Pantheon Books, 1964.
33 Carletti sees himself in a tradition of, especially Italian, “mercante-scrittori” (for this concept cf. e.g.
Vittore Branca), merchants with ambitions as writers, reaching from Marco Polo to Francesco Sassetti.

 



without literary ambition he began to write his travelogue, finished around 1619.
It was first published in 1701 by Lorenzo Magalotti, then full of interest in the
buccheri fashion. If affected by its literary qualities, he must have felt attracted
by Carletti’s baroque-fashioned curiosity in eccentricities in nature and their
effects on the senses, especially the olfactory sense. Today the Ragionamenti are
generally known as a well of detailed information of the age of great voyages,
and this despite the fact that Carletti does not offer firsthand information but
cites only from existing texts. But this does not lessen their attractiveness. 

The text is built on several layers of narration and from various literary
genres. By this it gains its place in the history of travelogues. Woven intertextually
from texts of the 16th century and reaching back to e.g. Nicoló de’ Conti’s, it is
not the work of a plagiarist. Carletti illustrates the ‘great time of premodern
European voyages’ to which he claims still to belong: “the world ... is travelled
around by value and virtue of the crowns of Castile and Portugal ... by means of
whose navigations, anyone can enter into that magnificent enterprise”34. But
Carletti does not hesitate, too, to criticize the Iberian nations, e.g. when calling the
Spanish colonizers in America “changers, not to say destroyers of everything”35.

Carletti’s originality lies in the choice of themes from the original texts
guided by a taste for the eccentric and bizarre, and in their disposition, following
baroque variation and restless change. In most cases making himself an eyewitness of
what others had seen Carletti had personally experienced the end of an era, how
English and Dutch entered the stage dominated by Portuguese and Spaniards. The
Portuguese ship Santiago on which he travels is captured by a Dutch vessel, he looses
almost all his fortune, but still he acknowledges “the Zeelandish sailors’ bravery”,
prevailing over the decadence on the Portuguese ship(s), where positions are sold to
“whoever will pay the most”, and which overloaded become an easy prey for the
enemy36. Carletti’s text must be seen in the context of the Historia trágica marítima
(=HTM, The Tragic History of Sea)37. His description of the Santiago’s fate already
has been compared with the respective report from the HTM38. It proves to an impor-
tant corrective for the Portuguese version and for the whole genre of shipwreck
stories and its underlying nationalistic ideology39.
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34 Carletti, op. cit., pp.103-104, from here on in [   ] the equivalent pages in the cited Italian edition; here, p. 103.
35 Ibidem, p.95, [p. 97].
36 Ibidem, pp.238, 233, [pp. 198, 194].
37 Bernardo Gomes de Brito, História Trágico-Marítima (vols.I-II Lisbon, 1735-1736), António
Sérgio, ed., vols.I-III, Lisbon, Editorial Sul, 1955-1957.
38 Cf. Silvano Peloso, “Le avventure tragico-marittime di un onesto negriero in giro per il mondo: i Portoghesi nei
“Ragionamenti” di Francesco Carletti”, in Quaderni portoghesi, Spring 1979,  Pisa, Giardini, pp.69-87.
39 For a discussion cf.: Giulia Lanciani, Os relatos de naufrágios na literatura portuguesa dos séc.XVI
e XVII, Lisbon, ICALP, 1979; I shall demonstrate elsewhere that Carletti’s text itself is structured with
all the narratological segments and the baroque lamentation shown by Lanciani.

 



Probably the most interesting part of Carletti’s travelogue is his descr-
iption of Japan. He claims that he arrived at Nagasaki in June 1597. Even if this
is only some months after twenty-six Christians had died there on February 6,
Carletti could not be an eyewitness of the dead. But despite of Carletti’s ficti-
tious assertion that he did see the “crucified” his description remains a highlight
in his book through the ‘adaptation’ of the scenery to the taste of his discourse:

“And along all the streets and roads in that country one sees
nothing, on one side or the other, but crosses full of men, of
women, or of children or even babies ...”40

One of Carletti’s leitmotifs is the difference of culture between Europe
and Japan in order to create an exotic image of Japan. Here, I can not agree
with R.R. Wuthenow who distinguishes between Carletti’s “amazement”
(Befremden) in front of Japanese “strangeness” or “difference”, and his
“admiration” (Bewunderung) for their “civilizatory development” and the
potential of trade. Because the Japanese are “strange” and “different”, but not
“strange because different”, so Wuthenow, Carletti makes Japan not appear as
an exotic country41. First this judgement may not come so surprising, some
passages can make Japan appear ‘close’ to a European ‘culturescape’:

“It is a country pleasant to the sight and very fertile in rice, and
also in wheat and every other sort of grain, and in vegetables and
fruit native both to that region and to ours.”42

But exactly because of such passages Carletti succeeds in producing
the exotic, because he at once ‘alienates’ the momentarily familiar making it
appear in a surprisingly other light:

“They also have melons, which have seeds like ours, . . . Instead
of cutting them lengthwise in slices, they cut them across in small
disks, as we cut cucumbers . . .”43

In many contemporary texts the description of the “total difference”
of Japan was condensed in a certain part. More sophisticatedly Carletti
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40 Carletti, op. cit., p.107, [p. 106].
41 Ralph Rainer Wuthenow, “Unexotisches Nippon. Nicht nur deutsche Japan-Bilder”, in Anselm
Maler, ed., Exotische Welt in populären Lektüren, Tübingen, Niemeyer, 1990, pp.19-33.
42 Carletti, op. cit., p.108, [p. 107].
43 Ibidem, p.109, [p. 107].



disperses the same motif throughout the whole chapter. Playfully he concludes
his description with ‘linguistic’ remarks which leave the reader again in confu-
sion about what is un/similar in Japan. Mentioning the Chinese characters he
does not forget, in the fashion of is time, to touch on ‘their resemblance’ to
“hieroglyphs”44. He introduces the i-ro-ha uta, the poem in which each of the
47 syllables of the Japanese “alphabet” is used once, and astonishes with the
fact that the syllables are as well a world or concept: 

“the letter A ... means yes ... And the letter I refers to the straw
that comes like rushes from the water . . .”. 

Still more astonishing, included are even ‘Italianisms’, or more
correct, ‘Lombardisms’:

“ . . . and Mi signifies I - and in this they are like the Lombards,
who use mi in place of io.”45

Carletti had to be ‘more interesting’ than the texts from which he
started. At the same time he was eager to conform to the taste of the mera -
viglia then en vogue46. And he offers a glimpse at the development of an exotic
Japan made in Europe. The lascivious tone of his description, e.g. of the crude
punishment of adulterers in Japan in which the pair is “ornamented and
adorned” with the cut off genitals of the partner and led “through the city”47

while bleeding to death has in its background an interest in the combination
of the erotic and cruel. In/voluntarily Carletti adds by this to the ‘exotic’
elements to give rise for some xenophobia48.

Carletti’s “Japan” does not depend on his stay there. It is enticing to
think that his interest in an imaginary projection of Japan may have been
stirred even before his departure from Florence. When the boy ambassadors
passed through Florence in 1585 Carletti was about 13 years old. He must
have looked at some of the books and booklets published in the wake of the
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44 Athanasius Kircher (1602-80) was one of the outstanding figures in this discussion, cf. Valerio
Rivosecchi, Esotismo in Roma Barocca, Rome, Bulzoni, 1982; cf. as well Umberto Eco, La ricerca
della lingua perfetta nella cultura europea, Rome-Bari, Laterza, 1993.
45 Carletti, op. cit., p.134, [p. 124].
46 I remind here only of the famous line in Giambattista Marino’s (1569-1625) Fischiata XXIII: “È
del poeta il fin la meraviglia” (the poet’s target is the marvellous).
47 Carletti, op. cit., pp.126-127, [p. 119].
48 Cf. here e.g. E. Radius, Il mondo è toscano, intr. to Giro del mondo del buon negriero (=
Ragionamenti), Rome, 1942, he calls Carletti’s Japan  a “pezzo forte” for the cruelties described.



ambassadors’ visit49 when back in Florence. In Guido Gualtieri’s Relazione he
could find an already typified cultural comparison stressing the ‘absolute
difference’. He might have even known Valignano’s chapter two of the
Sumario, if not directly, cited elsewhere. Bearing resemblances to both texts
the notoriety of Carletti’s assertion of the differences is striking. Repeatedly
“everything is different” (“tutto differente”), “most different” (“differenti-
ssimo”) for him, and the Japanese customs are “strange” (“strano”), “entirely
different from ours”50. At a certain point Carletti remarks:

“And as their customs are no less strange than varied, and as they
are opposite to us in the location of the land, I have made notes
about them and contrasted them with ours in every way.”51 (“non
meno stravaganti che varii”).

Carletti might have been ‘inspired’ by such a catch phrase in various
texts, but it is not impossible that he had seen the Tratado which does consist
of such notes which Fróis introduces in his preface: “And many of their
customs are so remote, distant, and far off from ours ...”. If hypothetically at
the moment there are arguments for this possibility. Carletti’s claim to have
lost with his fortune his notes drawn during his voyage must be interpreted as
a fictitious device at the base of his sophisticatedly structured text52

. Carletti
might even have still possessed his own notes what would not have prevented
him to claim the opposite and reelaborate others’ texts. More than Gualtieri’s
text the Tratado offers an astonishing combination of observations which
reappear in Carletti’s text. He remarks e.g. “what greater strangeness could
there be than their way of caring for the sick, whom they feed on fresh and
salted fish, as well as on Tellinas and other marine shellfish, and on various
raw, sour, unripe fruits ...53. The Tratado has:

“In Europe they use hens and chicken as medicine to cure the ill;
the Japanese use for this venom and make them give fish and
salted turnip.” XI.14
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49 Cf. Adriana Boscaro, Sixteenth Century European Printed Works on the first Japanese Mission to
Europe, Leiden, Brill, 1973.
50 Carletti, op. cit., p.124, [p. 117].
51 Ibidem.
52 For a description, e.g., of ‘exotic’ sexual practices in Siam Carletti would have remembered, without
‘notes’, bizarre “rattles” for stimulation, “concubines ... fried in oil”(Ibidem, pp.181-183). But a
problem of memory does not enter at all because he cites this, admittingly, from Nicoló de’ Conti’s,
Viaggio, in G.B. Ramusio, Navigazioni e Viaggi, a cura di Marica Milanesi, vol.II, Torino Einaudi,
1979, pp.781-820, translated even by Poliziano into Latin.
53 Carletti, op. cit., pp. 124–125, [pp. 117 -118].



And history indeed allows to imagine that Carletti did have a chance
to meet Fróis shortly before his death in June 1597. There is no obstacle to
suppose that Fróis himself had shown Carletti his Tratado. Then Fróis was
composing his famous description of the events of that February and Carletti
might have been influenced by this too, e.g. for details of the way of crucifying
in Japan. More probably he will have read the latter text printed in Florence54.
If one may even doubt the authenticity of Carletti’s stay in Japan, his stay in
Goa cannot be questioned because the Portuguese account of the Santiago’s
shipwreck confirms him as passenger from Goa on. As will be shown now
there is a possibility that he did see the Tratado during his two years there.

2.2 Gonçalves’ case

That the Portuguese Jesuit Sebastião Gonçalves knew the Tratado
cannot be doubted. In 1604 he started in Goa to compose his voluminous
História dos Religiosos da Companhia de Jesus55. To the description of the
beginning mission in Japan he included, not unusually, a geographical and
historical description of the country. Now, the ambitious plan for his work, a
detailed list of the chapters to be written contains each headline of the
Tratado’s 14 chapters with some insignificant changes of a word and the
sequence of the chapters. Up to here one might assume that Gonçalves knew
only the headlines, making lists of documents and their contents was usual
practice in the Society. However in the text carried out, if abbreviatedly, one
finds about sixty of Fróis’ 609 observations cited word for word. But
Gonçalves has changed the message of Fróis’ text decisively. He gives only the
Japanese part of the observations leaving out the European, and so the balance
kept in Fróis’ observations becomes destroyed. Gonçalves has chosen inten-
tiously only such details which, if put in a row, must appear to the reader as
uncommon, strange and exotic, whereas in the Tratado they naturally belong
to the whole picture, and some even add, some express some freshness. A
small passage may give an impression of the deformation:

“The servant is sitting when his master is standing; women do not
lose their honour nor their chance for marriage even if they do
not care for their purity as a virgin. They detest blond hair and
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54 Fróis’ Relazione about  the events in Nagasaki became immediately published, and this with a
sketch of the form of the crosses.
55 Sebastiam Gonçalves S.J., Historia dos Religiosos da Companhia de Jesus, vols.I-III, José Wicki, ed.,
Atlântida, Coimbra, 1957, 1962.



dye it black . . . . Fish they eat raw; all kinds of fruits they eat
when it is still green. They put their noodles into cold water
which they make spicy with mustard and pepper. . .” 56

If xenophobia in Carletti’s comes up as a side-effect it is Gonçalves’
main aim. If Valignano writes the Japanese seem to have frequented some
school in order to be different from all the other nations, Gonçalves states the
Japanese seem to have “conspired” against all people of the “discovered
world” and especially against Europe, where according to him, good customs
and culture bloom57. Consequently the Japanese become the antipodes of good
European manners, where e.g. the women become an orientalized version of
cruel amazons. Fróis’ text makes the reader reflect by himself, Gonçalves’ text
forces its opinion onto the reader; Japan cannot but appear as a world “a
revés”, reversed as ‘wrong’ in its worst meaning.

Some reasons for the drastic change in the image of Japan from Fróis
to Gonçalves can be traced in the historical background. One may think of the
beginning oppression and persecution of Christianity in Japan, about which
Gonçalves must have known. At the same time European curiosity increased
towards things Chinese. The successes of Matteo Ricci’s activity in China
began about 1600 and Gonçalves’ text may be seen too as an early example of
a European imaginative projection which made the Chinese more and more a
people of wisdom and learning when philosophers increasingly missed these
qualities in Europe itself, while the Japanese became the warriors of the East58.
Fróis’ text must have been disquieting for a man like Gonçalves which
however speaks for the Tratado’s qualities. Interestingly the message in
Gonçalves’ text becomes contrary to Fróis’ by formal changes only. This
throws a light at the possibilities of textuality and discourse, and hints one
time more, at the ‘openness’ of Fróis’ text for interpretation, its intended
ambiguity and masquerade. How Gonçalves knew the Tratado and if there
exist still a copy he used, is at the moment, mysterious for me. If he should
have used the autograph, it becomes necessary to look for a new explanation
of how the Tratado reached Europe. Autograph or copy, it cannot be excluded
that a text of the Tratado was already in Goa when Carletti stayed there.
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56 Ibidem, pp. 311-312.
57 Ibidem, pp. 310 – 311.
58 Carletti repeats a probably Jesuitic image of a scientific China. Silk seems to be known first here for
4000 years. He mentions interest in alchemy and astrology (Carletti, op. cit., pp.145-146). As a contrast
Japanese on the way to Macao are full of pride and fierceness, aggressive to insult and ready to “commit
suicide” for their honour (Ibidem., pp.136-138, [pp. 126-127] ). François Charron gives a similar
description of the punishment for adultery, however without ‘arousing’ effects seeked by Carletti.



3. Exotic Japan on the stage: Los Primeros Mártires del Japón

Illustrative for another form of exotification is the Spanish comedy
Los Primeros Mártires del Japón59 (The First Martyrs of Japan). The problems
involved by attributing the piece to Lope de Vega have been discussed by
experts60. Here it is not the point who wrote it but that such a text could
appear in Spanish literature in early 17th century. The comedia was written to
glorify Alonso de Navarrete, a missionary from Spain, who died in 1617, as a
martyr for Catholics. His death’s circumstances were turbulent, Carletti would
have called them ‘most curious’. In 1617 the Portuguese Jesuit João Baptista
de Machado and the Spanish Franciscan Pedro de la Asunción were arrested
in Omura and executed. Not by “mere incident but (by) design”, so J.S.
Cummins obviously wants to hint at61, soon the Dominican Alonso de
Navarrete and an Augustinian fray Hernando volunteered to be executed in
order to become ‘martyrs’ too. According to a Catholic-baroque reckoning
they will have expected not only to gain individual ‘credits’ for paradise, each
of their orders would have, too, a representative ‘martyr’ and not stay behind
the other two orders. The events developed as they had wished. Meanwhile the
family of Navarrete in Spain was delighted about their family-martyr. To cele-
brate this they demanded the draft of the comedy.

The story develops in three Acts (tres jornadas). In Act I Tayco Soma (a
reflection of the historical Hideyori, son of Toyotomi Hideyoshi), instead of
ruling Japan as king has lived for fifteen years as a prisoner of the tyranical
Japanese Emperor Jisonen in the tower of Usaca (Osaka Castle?). While the king
of Bomura (Omura?), who seems to know their law as a former Christian,
declares the Christians a danger for the Emperor, the king of Siguén (Shingen?
Echizen?) supports Taico Soma’s cause and, as it seems, the Christians’. Alcaide,
an old Indian (“un Indio viejo”), presents Tayco as an ignorant idiot of
barbarian life to the visiting Emperor, who upon this allows the “undangerous”
Taico Soma to lead a freer life. Alcaide’s plan, who sees in Taico Soma the heir
to the throne, has partly succeeded and he reveals Tayco his true identity.

Then appear three friars from the Franciscan, Dominican, and
Augustinian orders respectively. Bomura, he secretly has remained Christian, tells
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59 Los Primeros Mártires del Japón, in Obras de Lope de Vega XII, Marcelino Menendez Pelayo, ed.,
Biblioteca de Autores Españoles, Tomo 187, Madrid, Atlas, 1965, pp.307-354.
60 Cf. J.S. Cummins, “The Dominican Mission in Japan (1602-1622)”. In collaboration with C.R.
Boxer, in J.S. Cummins, Jesuit and Friar in the Spanish Expansion to the East, London, Variorum
Reprints, 1986, II, pp.5-88; for the discussion of Lope de Vega’s authorship cf. pp.37ss and 61ss;
Cummins’ text was useful here as well for information about the historical background of the comedy.
61 Ibidem, p. 57.



them they have been banned from the country. They decide Alonso Navarrete,
mentioned for the first time, as their representative and plan to return to Japan
to die. The child Tomás appears. He becomes instructed how to remain a good
Christian without the missionaries, when his mother Quildora enters with bow
and arrow. Remembering Gonçalves’ Japanese amazons, of course, she is not
Christian; important for the play’s technical proceeding, she is a widow. Tomás
scolds her for calling him by his pre-Christian name, Liseo, and admonishes her
to become a Christian, in order not to join his father who is in hell for dying
non-Christian (“Por esto está en el infierno”).

Quildora with her servants Guale and Nerea is soon joined by Taico
Soma. Not knowing women he exclaims “I have never seen such animals ....
O, how nice are these animals!” (“Nunca aquestos animales he visto . . . !Ah,
qué bellos animales!”), what reminds an episode from the Decameron62. The
following dialogue would fit for an opera duet. As Turandot Quildora calls
herself “cruel” (“Soy cruel”), and while she is “wondering about the strange-
ness” of the “Barbarian” (“bárbaro” ... “De tu extrañeza me espanto”), Taico
Soma ensures “his admiration for her beauty” (“De tu belleza me admiro”).
Taico Soma is in love, Quildora still seems repudiative.

In Act II Alcaide admonishes by love confused Taico Soma to try
modestly but firmly to become Emperor. Quildora has doubts about his real
nature and whether to respond his love when the Emperor nears. He too falls
in love with her (perhaps for him less cruel Amazon but beautiful Diana).
Bomura declares he has left the Christian law (here equal to the “Spanish law”
“ley del español”), to gain Nerea’s love, what reminds of a mechanism in the
Commedia dell’Arte where parallel to the main figures’ love story a second
one may develop on the servants’ level. Tayco sees the Emperor still speaking
to Quildora, shows so much jealousy, and is distrusted again.

Led by Navarrete, the friars have returned. Navarrete interferes in a
conversation between the Emperor and Quildora. Wanting to shoot him with
an arch the Emperor cannot move because hindered by Navarrete’s protecting
God. He makes his exit and his place is taken again by Tayco who overhears
Navarrete speaking of the love Quildora should give to the lord (“senhor”).
Proper to the rules of confusion in the comedy genre he assumes that
Navarrete is the Emperor’s envoy. His suspicion is ensured when Navarrete
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62 In the Introduction to the Decameron’s “Fourth Day” Boccaccio mentions Filippe Balducci who
after the death of his wife retreated from the world with his little son. When the son is eighteen he
leaves the hermitage for the first time. Meeting some “beautiful young ladies” he asks his father what
these beings were. Upon the answer that they were “goslings” he insists “Oh, father, do please get me
one of those goslings.” Giovanni Boccacio, Il Decamerone, from G. B., The Decameron, G.H.
McWilliam, transl., ed., Penguin, 2.1995, pp.284-291, esp. pp.287.



gives a picture to Quildora and she says to Navarrete that she might indeed
give her soul to the King he was speaking about. Navarrete disappears, he
rushes forward and with his dagger stabs the picture of Christ! Blood spills
from it into his face. Quildora scolds this a barbarian act and Tayco repents
his error and offers a ‘deal’. If the Christian God would restore the empire to
him he will adopt Christianity (thus the comedia offers involuntarily an aspect
of a possible mechanism in the process of conversion of the “Christian
daimyo”). Then Siguen announces he has gathered kings and arms for an
insurrection; Tayco will be made Emperor. Seeing him prostrated before Tayco
Quildora now gives her feelings to Tayco. Despite the Indian Alcaide’s and the
Japanese Siguen’s misogynous warning Tayco of the danger of love for a ruler
Tayco and Quildora confirm their love in a pastoral duet.

In Act III Nerea talks to the Franciscan and Bomura, the story-
propelling rogue who informs the Emperor about Quildora’s and Tayco’s love.
He instigates to be careful of the friars (one begins to anticipate that there will
be no happy end for his love to Nerea). The Emperor approaches the
Franciscan who introduces himself and recites Navarrete’s eulogy, the raison
d’être of the comedia, what becomes a demonstration of the different attitude
of the mendicant orders and the Jesuits in Japan at that time. While the Jesuits
advocated disguise in order not to be recognized and such be able to act as
missionaries clandestinely63, the friars pursued a, somewhat suicidal, undis-
guised acting deliberately calculating to die as “martyrs”, in certain circles of
the time even a fashion. “If you kill him [i.e. Navarrete]”, explains the
Franciscan to the Emperor, “infinite people will see the honour of the festoon
of martyrdom” (“si le matas vendrán infinitos luego al honor de la guirnalda
del martirio”). Calling Navarrete a “divine fool” (“!O sois loco, o sois
divino!”), Tayco confirms this attitude. The Emperor announces to exstin-
guish all Christians.

Navarrete enters, and if up to here the concept of the barbarian was
used to put down each other, his words, before the climax, leave no doubt that
the ‘real barbarian’, is in “heathenly” Japan (!Bárbaros, sin Dios, sin ley!”)
which is likened to the “hell fire of Babylon” (“horno de Babilonia”).
Promptly the Emperor condemns him to death. When the Emperor turns his
furor against Tayco, Nerea intercedes risking her life while Quildora seems
willing to win time by conducting ambiguously. This allows a final retardation
and continuing confusion because Bomura now suspects Nerea in love with
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63 Cf. Gaspar Coelho’s letter dated February 24, 1589, Cartas de Evora, ff. 234-262, especially f. 236,
where it is suggested that the missionaries should change their garments and leave the main entrances
of the churches closed.



Tayco. The Emperor returns his attention to Navarrete and the Christians and
Alcaide enounces an army drawn up for Tayco. The arrested Navarrete and
Tomás are brought. Tayco is astonished by Tomás’ determination to die for
the “Spanish law” (“?Tanta alegría da al morir la ley de España?”), another
main message of the play! And still there is space for climax. The stage dire-
ction says that at the sound of a trumpet a crucified Tomás appears, at his feet
Navarrete with his head in his hands (sic!). Not enough, the ‘pious’ tableau is
completed by the Franciscan with his breast transfixed by a bow, and the
Augustinian by a spear.

But (obeying Christian convictions and literary conventions) God’s
revenge is not far. Bomura announces fifty kings with a mighty army, including
women (the amazons tend to become a leitmotif), with arch and bow (which
the author must have considered appropriate for a ‘pagan’ and therefore primi-
tive, Japan), despite the fact that it was well known in Europe that the
Japanese possessed efficient firearms64. Alcaide shouts ‘down with the tyrant’
and the Emperor is captured. Even the dying Emperor is made to show his
mean instincts, confessing his satisfaction that at least Navarrete, who had
foretold his death, can not see him die. Whereupon, miracle! with a sensitivity
no better than the Emperor’s, the headless Navarrete raises his voice, “Do not
rejoice, because I saw it” (“No te alegres; que si lo veo”). Quildora is compen-
sated for her dead child with a husband, Tayco, to whom she promises to be
a Christian (“Ser cristiana”) and his personal slave for ever (“tu obediente
esclava siempre”). Tayco too wants to become a Christian and make this
secret public with the beginning of his reign. High from his cross, Tomás, who
as well continues to give comments quite lively, declares his joy to see his
mother as Emperatriz del Japón and this soon, from a, one may expect, still
higher position of eternal life which he is supposed to have gained with his
brave death. No end to essential messages of the comedia!.

Cumming calls the story a version of the Barlaam and Josaphat story.
Easily to be seen are elements of the Spanish comedia de capa y espada. It is a
piece of baroque religious fervour and elements, often exotic, to catch the
onlooker/reader by surprise. Of all these elements worth to be looked at I shall
mention briefly some of the most striking. It is worth to consider the description
of the Japanese landscape. At the beginning 17th century much could be known
about Japan including its geographical conditions. Most of this knowledge was
provided by the Jesuits’ letter writing policy directed at a broad public outside
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64 This battle in this play from 1619 is an anachronistic nice interpretation of the Shimabara
insurrection, 1637-38 (sic), which was one of the many rural insurrections caused by high taxation but
has been overinterpreted as a Christian one because of Christian elements involved.

 



the Society. Even considering the generally subordinate role description of
nature was attributed to by many contemporary Jesuits65, the Japanese land-
scape in the comedia, with “los caimanes de los rios” and “los hermosos papa-
gayos”, reveals that the author was not interested in a reality as reported in such
letters but to create a landscape very “foreign in character”66. Of interest is how
Bomura’s servant introduces himself to the audience: “I take off my shoes, in
order to be polite in the way the Japanese are” (“Descálzome, par usar/ la
japona cortesía”),67 which gives prove how wide some ‘information’ about
Japan indeed was known in Europe, ‘information’ which led to generalizations
and/ or preconceptions. The idea that the Japanese would take off their shoes
instead of their hats to greet could spread in Europe (if, most likely and almost
exclusively among intellectuals) through texts like Valignano’s Sumario and was
known, this goes without further saying, by Carletti too68.

A traditional ‘companion’ of exotification is barbarization of the
described, as illustrated by Gonçalves. The comedia combines these more sophisti-
catedly. Tayco is introduced as “bárbaro”, then “bárbaros cristianos” appear too.
But this turns out as a strategical use of the concept, assisted by use of the exotic.
Tayco is called a barbarian because not Christian. First unaffected by Christianism,
which only the non Christian Japanese call barbarian, he finds his way to it and
belongs then to a world trusted by the reader. After this cathartic process only the
‘strange and exotic heathenly’ Japanese remain the ‘real and cruel barbarians’,
making Navarrete’s mission still more heroic. Destroying different religions, forced
conversion, exploitation, and colonization have been used to be called, on a subli-
minal level at certain places until today, a “process to civilize the wild”.
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65 Carletti’s text deserves attention for the still not usual insertions of descriptions of nature even if a
purposeful interest in plants was nothing new at that time. The boticário (pharmacist) Tomé Pires was
sent already by the Portuguese King Manuel I to Asia as a plant-hunter. With his Colóquios das drogas
e simples da Índia the Portuguese Garcia da Orta established his name as a precursor of tropical
medicine. Still on a margin, Carletti unconsciously shows some difficulties in front of a non-purposed
enjoyment of nature mentioning an amazingly large tree in Sonsonate (today in San Salvador), the huge
shadow of which is enjoyed by the townspeople. Somewhat perplexed he adds: “But do not think that
this tree gave good fruit, either for eating or of any other kind: it was there entirely for comfort and
beauty”, Carletti, op. cit., p.55.
66 Cf. The Oxford English Dictionary, the article “Exotic” includes: “A plant, formerly also an
animal, of foreign extraction; in popular language, a foreign plant not acclimatized or naturalized”,
Vol. III, D-E, E, pp. 419-420, here, p. 420.
67 Marcelino Menendez Pelayo, ed.,  Los Primeros Mártires del Japón..., p. 319.
68 Carletti first repeats this already stereotyped motif: the Japanese “... never walk in the house with
shoes on - they remove them in the street whenever they meet any personage or foreigner to whom they
owe honour”. But then he describes his own experience with a peasant greeting him without shoes and
adds that this is not usual between the Japanese: “instead of removing a hat - which they never wear
- they honour one another in their own way, which is entirely different from ours.” (Carletti, op. cit.,
p.124); that means instead of stressing the opposition hat vs. shoes any longer he underlines now the
fact that the Japanese do not even possess a hat.



4. Holy lies and mere(?) lies, the exotic and the disguise

The French George Psalmanazar (the name is of the Assyrian
Shalmanezer from the Second Book of Kings; his real name remains
unknown), started his adventurous life in Southern France in the 1690s69. He
began to introduce himself as a Japanese. As such he travelled to Germany and
let himself be recruited as a soldier. In the Netherlands he met with William
Innes, chaplain of a Scottish regiment in Holland, who persuaded him it could
be dangerous to ‘be a Japanese’ because Japan was too known. He changed his
identity and arrived in England as a prince of Formosan origin. Maintaining
that Formosa was an island belonging to Japan he showed before others to be
affected by Japanese customs, eating herbs, roots and raw meat, to what he
trained himself already when still ‘a Japanese’. It has been hinted at that
Psalmanazar who never left Europe took his information about Japan mainly
from the description by Varenius70. In addition, I think, one should consider
his education by Jesuits, which must have enabled him to read some of the
Jesuit reports from Japan. His informations about Formosa he gathered
mainly from Candidius71.

An anti-Jesuit attitude appears already in the “Preface” of
Psalmanazar’s Description. This has been seen as one reason for the kind
reception of the book in England and why even people, who could have
known better, were momentarily more willing to give credit to this bogus
description than to the objections of the China experienced Jesuit Fontanay.
Criticizing the Jesuits and, doing so, to make use of their own books and
propaganda was nothing exceptional. Unique is how Psalmanazar models his
adventure after that of the Jesuits’ boy ambassadors, making the description
of his voyage a convex lense in which the staging of their envoy is grotesquely
mirrored and the santo-inganno-rhethoric of the Gualtieris enlarged as a
quite unholy one.
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69 George Psalmanazar, An Historical and Geographical Description of Formosa, An Island subject to
the Emperor of Japan (1704), N. M. Penzer, ed., London, Robert Holden, 1926; for Psalmanazar’s
biography I am indebted here especially to N.M. Penzer, ibidem, pp.v-xxv; “Psalmanazar”, in
Dictionary of National Biography, Sidney Lee, ed., New York, The Macmillan Co., London, Smith
Elder & Co., 1909, vol.XVI, pp.439-442; Herbert Heckmann, “George Psalmanazar’s Formosa”, in
Karl Corinno, ed., Gefälscht! Betrug in Literatur, Kunst, Musik, Wissenschaft und Politik (1988),
Frankfurt, Eichborn, 1990, pp.174-83.
70 Bernardus Varenius, Tractatus in quo agitur de Japoniorum religione, Amsterdam 1649, as well,
Bernhardi Vareni Med. D. Descriptio Regni Japoniae et Siam, London, 1673; for Varenius and
Psalmanazar cf. e.g. N. M. Penzer, op. cit., p.xii.
71 After N.M. Penzer, op. cit. p.xiv. G. Candidius. Account of the Island of Formosa in the East Indies
in Churchill’s Collection of Voyages and Travels, Vol.I, 1707, ibidem footnote 2.



When living as an adolescent at his father’s Formosan court, he writes,
a Father de Rode appeared in 1694. He declared to be a “Native of Japan”,
but later it turned out that he was from France. One is told that de Rode, as
other Jesuits, was trained at “the University of Goa”72 to speak Japanese and
to conduct conforming Japanese customs. Thus the Jesuits could enter Japan
even after their expulsion, which is said to have been declared in 1616. As
Psalmanazar’s Latin teacher de Rode used his position instructing him as well
in his religion without mentioning the name of Christianism. After four years
de Rode “received Letters whereby he was oblig’d to return into his own
Country”73. To the now 19 year old Psalmanazar he told that he would first
go to China, the East Indies, Africa, and especially to Europe. Asked if he did
not fear to be killed by the European Christians for his religion “as we kill
them here upon the account of theirs”74, he had answered that the Christians
were in reality good people and added that those who had come earlier to
Japan and claimed to be such, had not been true Christians. He had further
claimed that Japanese who visited Europe and whom he knew “continue still
to Praise the Christians and their Countries”75. (Exactly what the boy ambass-
adors were expected to do. That de Rode is speaking as a disguised Jesuit
makes these statements a dexterous blow against the historical missionaries in
Japan.) He adds that back to Japan he would be welcomed there “for all
Persons of Ingenuity will be glad to see me, and delight to hear me discourse
of the strange Rarities I have observed in other countries, of their different and
surprising Manners and Customs”76

This latter can be read as an invitation to Psalmanazar’s Description
itself, if read as a travelogue. But when de Rode begins to seduce Psalmanazar
to the Christian countries as “the most Pleasant place in the World”77 I cannot
help reading this on one more level as a disclosure of the Jesuits’ rhetoric to
beautify the harsh reality in Europe in the context of the boy ambassadors’
tour. At the moment there is no clue to how much information Psalmanazar
could have about the boys’ adventure (Voltaire was well informed in his critic
of it). However this may be, we are told that de Rode plans to stay in Europe
“two or three Years”78 and reminded of the boys’ nearly two years stay there.
The chord of his eulogy of a Christian Europe, the “worst of which [i.e. Spain,
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72 Psalmanazar, op. cit., p.5.
73 Ibidem, p. 7.
74 Ibidem, p. 8.
75 Ibidem, p. 9.
76 Ibidem, pp. 9-10.
77 Ibidem, p. 8.
78 Ibidem, p. 9.



France, Germany, Italy, Holland] is more Beautiful and pleasant than this
Island of Formosa” is the same as Valignano’s/ de Sandes’, only that they
would not have mentioned a ‘Luther infected Germany’ and the ‘Netherlands
ill with Calvinism’, even if this was what they thought. De Rode is attributed
psychological skills to persuade the boy to accompany him. He excites his
curiosity and when he finally agrees he refuses his wish, feigning hypocritically
responsibility, because his refusal is only a device to “rather irritate than
extinguish ... [the] Curiosity”79.This may be compared indirectly to the rhet-
oric in the Dialogus, where remarks of ‘indulgence’ towards the Japanese
culture are put into the ambassadors’ mouths, only to lure the two cousins
(and other Japanese readers) more into a fancy dream of European cultural
superiority. A punch against the Jesuits is added when de Rode is said to have
made the boy take secretly gold and money from the boy’s father’s treasure, as
“a Fund for Subsisting us in our Travels”80.

In Europe, we learn, the two travelled from Toulon to Avignon.
Surprised by the gallows along the street the boy asks that there must be many
thieves in the country?! The answer that these gallows were only a deterrent
reminds of the instructions Valignano gave as to what the boy ambassadors must
not be shown in order not to destroy the image of a perfect Christian Europe”81.
And the answer sounds not less bizarre than many statements in the Dialogus as
in the talk about the secular monarchy in Europe, and how the monarchs main-
tain their position, where Michael is made to answer: “As for violence, it does
not exist in any form among the Christian princes”82. In Avignon de Rode lets
down his mask and “ingeniously” tells the boy that he had taken him here, that
he “should find all things true, both as to the Country and the Inhabitants”83. By
that time the boy has become disappointed of the Christian countries, and is
confronted too with the threat to be enforced to convert to Christianity. During
fifteen months in Avignon he experiences “three ways” by which the Jesuits tried
to convert him, “by Arguments and Demonstrative Proofs, by flattering
Insinuations and fair Promises, or by Threats and Violence”84. Psalmanazar
evades the first with ‘better’ arguments. When he shows himself reluctant to the
means of the second he is threatened with the Inquisition. Would the Tensho boys
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have experienced the same if they had not been so obedient as it seems they
were?! De Rode suggests to explain all to him in his “own Japanois Language”
(such attempts were also made with the Jesuits’ printing press between 1590 and
1614), calls him hypocritically “My dear Son” and continues more directly “You
see that the Fathers Inquisitors, have a great mind to put you into the
Inquisition”85. What, if Julian had been vexed in Europe with doubts how
Mahomet was different from Jesus, as he afterwards was in Japan?! Having
escaped, Psalmanazar is forced by the “Elector of  Colen [Cologne]” to join a
new regiment. After introducing himself as “a Native of the Isle of Formosa,
belonging to Emperor of Japan”86 various superiors, Catholics, Lutherans,
Calvinists, try with their respective arguments and fervour and/ or thread to
make him convert to Christianity. He meets with Jesuits again, but because of his
experiences can refute them easily. Finally he lets himself convince by a “Minister
of the French Church, called D’Amalvy”87, converts to Christianity and upon the
arguments of Mr. Innes enters the Church of England.

It might be useful to look at the authentic developments in Psalmanazar’s
life. He started for Germany to seek his father as a mendicant student and on this
journey he changed identity to that of an Asian. He entered the army, however
less by force of an Elector than forced by poverty. At this moment he was
regarded as “a Japanese and a heathen . . . under the name of Salmanazar”. In
Holland he met with William Innes. He recognized the fraud and gave this to
understand, but he did not expose Psalmanazar and speculated what he himself
could gain. He went to make use of this ‘exotic’ man for money and fame. To
evade any risk he persuaded Psalmanazar to change his identity one time more to
a Formosan, because not much was expected to be known about this island88.
This is a hint at the relatively greater degree of knowledge about Japan which
must have existed at that time, at least in the region discussed here. In England
Psalmanazar made a draft of his Description. He was introduced to Hans Sloane
of the Royal Society of England. Even Sloane, known for his publication of
Kämpfer’s History of Japan, let himself be illuded by Psalmanazar. His
Description, including a suspicious fake alphabet of the Formosan language etc.,
was published. Psalmanazar became heavily opposed by the missionary
Fontainey, who had spent nearly twenty years in Formosa, but was still believed
for the moment. Only few years later his fake Description was realized as such89.
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86 Ibidem, pp. 24-25.
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Psalmanazar’s story of his seduction from Formosa offers a stirring
variation of the adventure of the Tensho boys. I see him especially as a
successor to Chichiwa Miguel who, later in Japan, left Christianism and, most
probably, became its persecutor. Psalmanazar’s text, without doubt, is a ficti-
tious text. Leaving aside for a moment the many historical elements inter-
twined into it, the fascination of the text lies in its construction on an
authentic embassy which had been presented in a no less fictitious way.
Psalmanazar’s text is a most welcome unholy fictitious inversion of a holy lie
of the Jesuits. His not undangerous mixture, which includes further important
travelogues of the Jesuits and fantasies about the “Orient”, his “exotic
Formosa/ Japan” become as well a critical device of the Catholic European
missionary engagement. 
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Abstract

In this article I present European images of Japan as prejudiced
interpretative descriptions used in a diverting or aggressive way which can
develop exoticism.

I see L. Fróis’, S.J., Tratado (1585) as an exception with its ade-
quate comparison of European and Japanese culture, A. Valignano’s, S.J.,
‘readiness’ for accommodation to Japanese culture as limited. His Japan in
the Sumario (1583) becomes exotic. The Dialogus (1590) contains an atti-
tude of Christian-European superiority.

In F. Carletti’s Ragionamenti (ca.1619) I show a literarily
refined exotic Japan, perhaps influenced by Fróis’ Tratado. S. Gonçalves,
S.J., I argue, did know the text but distorted it in his History (ca.1615) to
a strange malevolent image of Japan.

The ‘comedia’ Los Primeros Mártires del Japón (The First
Martyrs of Japan, 1618), attributed to Lope de Vega, I discuss as a curious
document of the reception of reports from Japan, adding to the concept of
exotic that of barbarity. The French G. Psalmanazar’s Description of
Formosa (1704) I show with its notorious bogus character, and
Psalmanazar’s method in defrauding the reader may be compared to similar
processes in the Dialogus.

Resumo

Neste artigo apresento imagens europeias do Japão no seu
carácter parcial e interpretativo e utilizadas de uma maneira engraçada ou
agressiva que pode gerar exotismo.

Vejo o Tratado (1585) de L. Fróis, S.J. como uma excepção com
a sua adequada comparação das cultura europeia e japonesa, e a prontidão
para a acomodação à cultura japonesa de A. Valignano, S.J., como limita-
da. O seu Japão no Sumario (1583) torna-se exótico. O Dialogus (1590)
contém uma atitude cheia de superioridade cristã-europeia.

Nos Ragionamenti (ca.1619) de F. Carletti demonstro um Japão
literariamente requintado, exótico, talvez influenciado pelo Tratado de
Fróis. Mantenho que S. Gonçalves, S.J., conheceu este texto com certeza,
mas deformou-o na sua História (ca.1615) para uma imagem do Japão
estranha e malévola.

Discuto a ‘comedia’ Los Primeros Mártires del Japón (1618),
atribuída a Lope de Vega, como um documento curioso relativamente à recepção
das relações do Japão, acrescentando ao conceito de exotismo o de barbarismo.
Na Descrição da Formosa (1704), do Francês G. Psalmanazar, demonstro que,
no seu bem conhecido caracter enganador, o método de enganar o leitor pode ser
comparado com processos semelhantes existentes no Dialogus.
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